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Abstract
We propose a dynamical matrix product ansatz describing the stochastic
dynamics of two species of particles with excluded-volume interaction and
the quantum mechanics of the associated quantum spin chains, respectively.
The time-dependent algebra which is obtained from the action of the Markov
generator of the exclusion process (or quantum Hamiltonian of the spin
chain, respectively) is given in terms of a set of quadratic relations. By
analysing the permutation consistency of the induced cubic relations, we
obtain sufficient conditions on the hopping rates (i.e. the quantum mechanical
interaction constants) which allow us to identify integrable models. From the
dynamical algebra we construct the quadratic algebra of Zamolodchikov type,
the associativity of which is a Yang–Baxter equation. We also obtain directly
from the dynamical matrix product ansatz the Bethe ansatz equations for the
spectra of these models.

PACS numbers: 02.50.Ga, 02.30.I, 05.70.L

1. Introduction and summary of results

The notion of integrability in classical stochastic interacting particle systems derives from
the mapping to quantum spin systems being associated with a solution of the Yang–Baxter
equation (YBE) [1, 2]. Classical particle occupation numbers are interpreted as quantum
mechanical spin degrees of freedom. The generator of the infinitesimal Markovian time
evolution thus becomes the quantum Hamiltonian of the related quantum spin chain5. In
its essence, integrability refers to the existence of an infinite set of conservation laws which
5 The time evolution operators of non-equilibrium systems correspond to non-Hermitian variants of quantum spin
systems, but in the cases we have in mind this does not affect the integrability.
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commute with the quantum Hamiltonian and which therefore govern the time evolution of the
stochastic process. For integrable processes the Bethe ansatz and related methods complement
probabilistic approaches [3] and allow for the derivation of critical exponents, density profiles
and correlations, shock dynamics and other quantities of interest in the investigation of driven
diffusive systems, ‘reaction–diffusion’ processes and other systems both in and far from
equilibrium [4]. Thus integrability has emerged as a powerful tool in the study of Markov
processes involving one or more species of particles which move and interact in a one-
dimensional lattice. Examples include the asymmetric exclusion process, spin-relaxation
processes and ‘reaction–diffusion’ systems.

A major difficulty in making use of integrability is posed by the problem of determining
whether a given stochastic dynamics actually does correspond to an integrable system since
the dynamics only determines the quantum Hamiltonian, but does not directly lead to the
Yang–Baxter equation. The same problem occurs in the context of quantum spin chains also,
i.e. without reference to stochastic dynamics. Given the Hamiltonian densities as specified by
the local interaction constants one would like to know whether the system is integrable or not.
In special cases an answer can be given by way of straightforward coordinate Bethe ansatz
[5, 6], Baxterization [7] or by an integrability criterion due to Reshetikhin [8]. The most
practical and powerful feature of the integrable systems is that the set of algebraic equations
for the spectrum of the Hamiltonian (the so-called Bethe ansatz equations (BAE)) can be
derived. All the methods, except for the coordinate Bethe ansatz, need knowledge of the
associated transfer matrix for this derivation. To find the commuting transfer matrix presents
a formidable task by itself.

In this paper we provide a purely algebraic method to find BAE directly from the quantum
Hamiltonian for a stochastic interacting particle system or quantum spin chain. Unlike the
coordinate Bethe ansatz, the method automatically generates the reduced R1 scattering matrix
at the ‘nested’ Bethe ansatz level, which must satisfy the Yang–Baxter equation. Nevertheless
the full set of BAE is obtained.

To this end we extend the dynamical matrix product ansatz (DMPA) [9, 10], originally
developed for the single-species exclusion process and the associated spin-1/2 Heisenberg
quantum chain, to the two-species exclusion process with nearest-neighbour interaction and
associated spin-1 quantum chains. This is an approach where the action of the time evolution
operator on an arbitrary state is rephrased in terms of a dynamical algebra of time-dependent
operators with quadratic relations (see below). In this way we are able to answer two
questions. The first is: Since the DMPA can be constructed for any stochastic process
with nearest-neighbour interaction, what is special about the resulting algebra in integrable
cases? We find that the special property is associativity which in its turn requires that cubic
relations of the operators satisfy the YBE. The second question is: What choice of interaction
parameters leads to an integrable case? Since our method is constructive and yields the
YBE without a prior assumption on parameters, we obtain relations between the parameters
which provide a sufficient criterion for integrability6 directly from the quantum Hamiltonian
(i.e. without explicit reference to the infinite set of conservation laws and to an underlying
transfer matrix). In this way we first recover a known family of integrable two-species
exclusion processes which, using the Reshetikhin criterion, was believed to be the only one
[11] involving standard particles occupying one lattice site with nearest neighbour hopping.
More importantly, however, we identify new integrable systems of this type.

6 Strictly speaking, this gives the criterion of integrability on a ‘nested’ level. The integrability on the ‘ground’
level is secured from the absence of inconsistencies of the Bethe ansatz equations for the spectrum. In the special
cases where the commuting transfer matrix is already known, the matrix product ansatz was shown to generate both
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the infinite set of conserved quantities, see [17].
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We remark that other generalizations of integrable systems have been found in recent
work. Alcaraz and Bariev introduce integrable models with particles occupying more than
one lattice site with some hierarchical order for the hopping priorities for different particle
species [12, 13]. A two-species model with hopping rates including our new integrable family
as a submanifold of the parameter space has also been investigated [14–16], however, with only
a single particle of the second species. No conclusion regarding integrability of the system
with an arbitrary number of particles of both species has been drawn. Our result shows that
the many-particle version of this model is integrable only on the parameter manifold defined
below (referred to as the case 2 model). For single-species systems with open boundaries
(where integrability is a known feature) a matrix product ansatz which yields the eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian has been constructed in [17].

This paper addresses rather different communities, namely physicists and mathematicians
working on interacting particle systems on the one hand and on integrable models on the other.
For the first group some of the remarks on quantum spin chains and integrable quantum field
theory which appear in the paper may seem obscure and perplexing. Therefore we have tried to
give a self-contained presentation of our results such that the paper can be followed even if all
these allusions are ignored. For a detailed and more pedagogical review we refer to [4].
Probabilists may also find the mathematically rigorous application of related quantum
techniques in [18, 19] useful in this respect. We hope that for the second group of readers the
non-standard (and non-rigorous) application of quantum integrability to classical stochastic
dynamics pursued here will prove inspiring and not distracting. Complementary to the review
[4] we refer to [3, 20–22] for the significance of stochastic interacting particle systems in a
wider mathematical and physical perspective and to [23] specifically for driven lattice gases
of the type studied here.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we first follow standard procedure [4] and
introduce the quantum spin chain representation of the stochastic many-body dynamics. Then
(section 3) we extend the DMPA developed in [9, 10] for the single-species exclusion process
to the two-species case. The special case corresponding to symmetric hopping has been
discussed recently in [24]. In section 4 we derive the YBE from the dynamical algebra and
obtain the conditions on the parameters which guarantee that the YBE is satisfied. In section 5
we derive the nested Bethe ansatz equations for the spectrum of the quantum Hamiltonian.
The idea of proposing matrix states as special eigenstates of periodic quantum systems was
first employed in [25, 26].

2. Quantum Hamiltonian formalism

The method of defining stochastic dynamics in terms of an imaginary-time Schrödinger
equation with a ‘quantum Hamiltonian’ as generator of the Markovian stochastic dynamics
has been reviewed in detail in [4]. In order to be self-contained we present here a summary of
what is required below.

Consider a configuration η of particles on a lattice of L sites. Here η =
{η(1), η(2), . . . , η(L)} where η(x) denotes the state of the system at site x in terms of an
occupation number for each permissible particle species. For definiteness we consider here
only two-species exclusion processes where each lattice site is either occupied with a particle
of species A (local occupation number nA

x = 1) or species B
(
nB

x = 1
)

or vacant, respectively(
nA

x = nB
x = 0

)
. We may therefore define the ‘spin’ variable η(x) = nA

x − nB
x ∈ {1, 0,−1} as

a unique variable specifying site x. Physically one may interpret η(x), e.g., as the charge of
the particle occupying site x.
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In the course of time random events take place which change a configuration η of the
system with rate wη→η′ . We define a stochastic process in terms of a master equation

d

dt
P (η; t) =

∑
η′∈X
η′ �=η

[wη′→ηP (η′; t) − wη→η′P(η; t)] (1)

for the probability P(η; t) of finding the state η at time t.
The idea of the ‘quantum Hamiltonian’ formalism is to represent each of the possible

particle configurations η by a vector |η〉 which together with the transposed vector 〈η| forms
a basis of the vector space X = (C2)⊗L and its dual, respectively, with scalar product
〈η|η′〉 = δη,η′ . We represent an empty site by the symbol 0 and occupied sites by A,B and
choose as local basis vectors

|0〉 =

1

0
0


 |A〉 =


0

1
0


 |B〉 =


0

0
1


 . (2)

A state η of the entire system is then represented by a tensor state |η〉 = |η1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ · · · |ηL〉.
Therefore, the probability distribution is given by a state vector

|P(t)〉 =
∑
η∈X

P(η; t)|η〉. (3)

In this formalism one rewrites the master equation in the form of a Schrödinger equation in
imaginary time,

d

dt
P (η; t) = −〈η|H |P(t)〉 (4)

where the off-diagonal matrix elements of H are the (negative) transition rates w(η′→(η between
states and the diagonal entries are the inverse of the exponentially distributed lifetimes of the
states, i.e. the sum of all outgoing transition rates wη→η′ from state η. In quantum mechanical
interpretation η(x) may be regarded as the z-component of the spin of an atom in a spin-1
state.

The master equation is linear in time and therefore has a formally simple solution. A state
at time t = t0 + τ is given in terms of an initial state at time t0 by

|P(t0 + τ )〉 = e−Hτ |P(t0)〉. (5)

The expectation value ρk(t) = 〈s|nZ
k |P(t)〉, Z = A,B, for the Z-species density at site x is

given by the projection operator nZ
k which has value 1 if there is a particle of type Z at site k

and 0 otherwise. The constant vector 〈s| = ∑
η∈X 〈η| performs the average over all possible

final states of the stochastic time evolution. The real part of the spectrum of H is the set of all
inverse relaxation times of the process. A non-vanishing imaginary part signals the presence of
currents characterizing a non-equilibrium system. An equilibrium system satisfying detailed
balance has a purely real relaxation spectrum and can always be mapped to a quantum system
with real symmetric Hamiltonian H.

Here we consider diffusive systems with only hopping processes between neighbouring
sites. We assign hopping rates as follows:

A0 → 0A with rate gA0

0A → A0 with rate g0A

B0 → 0B with rate gB0

0B → B0 with rate g0B

AB → BA with rate gAB

BA → AB with rate gBA.

(6)
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The transition matrix for the process defined on two lattice sites takes the form

h =




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 g0A 0 −gA0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 g0B 0 0 0 −gB0 0 0
0 −g0A 0 gA0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 gAB 0 −gBA 0
0 0 −g0B 0 0 0 gB0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −gAB 0 gBA 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




. (7)

In a periodic system with L sites one therefore has

H =
L∑

i=1

hi (8)

where hi = 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ h ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 is the hopping matrix (7) acting on sites i, i + 1 and 1 is
the 3 × 3 unit matrix. For systems with open boundaries where particles are exchanged with
external reservoirs the hopping matrix hL is replaced by suitably chosen boundary matrices
b1, bL.

3. Dynamical matrix product ansatz

In order to introduce the dynamical matrix product ansatz for a three-state system we define
matrix valued vectors for a single site

|A〉 =

 E

DA

DB


 (9)

|X〉 =

X0

XA

XB


 (10)

with time-dependent matrices E,DA,DB and the time-dependent auxiliary matrices X0,A,B .
By taking a L-fold tensor product one obtains a matrix product state (MPS)

|P(t)〉 =

 E

DA

DB




⊗L−1

⊗

 EQ

DAQ

DBQ


 . (11)

These matrices are chosen such that the MPS satisfies master equation (4) for the hopping
process defined by (6). Note that there is multiplication by some additional matrix Q of the
Lth term in (11). Choosing Q to be time-independent, Q̇ = 0, and following [9] this leads
to an infinite-dimensional algebra of the matrices introduced above and their time derivatives
which have quadratic relations given by(

1

2

d

dt
+ h

)
|A〉 ⊗ |A〉 = |X〉 ⊗ |A〉 − |A〉 ⊗ |X〉. (12)

Special care has to be given to the action of terms hL, hL−1 of the Hamiltonian (8) on P(t),
due to matrix Q involved in (11). It can be shown, however [27], that with Q satisfying

[Q,E−1DZ] = [Q,DZE−1] = 0 Z = A,B (13)
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(we assume further invertibility of E), no extra relations arise in addition to (12). Note that
in general we assume that Q commutes neither with D nor with E separately, [Q,E] �= 0;
[Q,D] �= 0.

Equation (12) contains nine relations, namely:

1
2 (ĖE + EĖ) = X0E − EX0 (14)

1
2 (ĖDA + EḊA) + g0AEDA − gA0D

AE = X0DA − EXA (15)

1
2 (ĖDB + EḊB) + g0BEDB − gB0D

BE = X0DB − EXB (16)

1
2 (ḊAE + DAĖ) − g0AEDA + gA0D

AE = XAE − DAX0 (17)

1
2 (ḊADA + DAḊA) = XADA − DAXA (18)

1
2 (ḊADB + DAḊB) + gABDADB − gBADBDA = XADB − DAXB (19)

1
2 (ḊBE + DBĖ) − g0BEDB + gB0D

BE = XBE − DBX0 (20)

1
2 (ḊBDA + DBḊA) − gABDADB − gBADBDA = XBDA − DBXA (21)

1
2 (ḊBDB + DBḊB) = XBDB − DBXB. (22)

If one finds matrices satisfying these relations one can calculate expectation values and
probabilities P(η, t) by taking a trace in the space on which the matrices act, i.e.

|P(t)〉 = Tr|P(t)〉/ZL. (23)

Here ZL = Tr CLQ with C = E + DA + DB . This is the sum of all unnormalized
configurational probabilities and hence yields the correct normalization factor. For a given
configuration η the probability P(η, t) is therefore obtained by taking the trace over a suitably
chosen normalized product of L matrices DA,DB,E. One represents an occupied (vacant)
site by a time-dependent matrix DZ (E) in a string DDDEDEE . . . of L such matrices. For
illustration consider the probability

〈
nZ

x nZ′
y (t)

〉
of finding two particles of species Z,Z′ at sites

x, y in an otherwise empty system. One has〈
nZ

x (t)nZ′
y (t)

〉
= Tr(Ex−1DZEy−x−1DZ′

EL−yQ)/ZL. (24)

The initial state of the system is encoded in the initial values at t = 0 of the matrices. This
time-dependent algebra generalizes the stationary two-species case studied in detail in [28]
and the time-dependent single-species algebra introduced in [9].

The algebra can be exploited either by studying explicit matrix representations or on a
purely algebraic level [29]. Here we choose the second approach which has two objectives:
(i) the elimination of the auxiliary operators in such a manner that information necessary to
calculate the spectrum of H as well as the configurational probabilities is retained; (ii) the
elimination of the time-dependence from the algebraic relations. Our analysis consists of
several steps, each of which leads to a reduction of the full algebra (14)–(22) to a smaller
algebra with fewer generators and fewer relations.

Step 1: Choosing

Ė = 0 (25)

one can without loss of generality satisfy (14) with the choice

X0 = 0. (26)
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One has the remaining eight relations

1
2 (EḊA) + g0AEDA − gA0D

AE = −EXA (27)

1
2 (EḊB) + g0BEDB − gB0D

BE = −EXB (28)

1
2 (ḊAE) − g0AEDA + gA0D

AE = XAE (29)

1
2 (ḊADA + DAḊA) = XADA − DAXA (30)

1
2 (ḊADB + DAḊB) + gABDADB − gBADBDA = XADB − DAXB (31)

1
2 (ḊBE) − g0BEDB + gB0D

BE = XBE (32)

1
2 (ḊBDA + DBḊA) − gABDADB − gBADBDA = XBDA − DBXA (33)

1
2 (ḊBDB + DBḊB) = XBDB − DBXB. (34)

A similar constraint was used in [30] for the study of the single-species case, leaving three
instead of four relations. In [24] the choice Ċ = 0 is made for the two-species case. In this
case the sum of the auxiliary matrices is set to zero which has been shown to involve no loss
of generality [31].

Step 2: Adapting the strategy of [9] we further assume that E is invertible. This allows us to
express the remaining auxiliary matrices XA,B in terms of the physical matrices E,DA,DB .
Multiplying equations (27)–(29), (32) from the right and left resp. with E−1 we find

2XA = gA0(D
A + E−1DAE) − g0A(DA + EDAE−1) (35)

2XB = gB0(D
B + E−1DBE) − g0B(DB + EDBE−1). (36)

Now there are six relations left. Two involve the time-derivatives of DA and DB ,
respectively:

ḊA = −gA0(D
A − E−1DAE) − g0A(DA − EDAE−1) (37)

ḊB = −gB0(D
B − E−1DBE) − g0B(DB − EDBE−1). (38)

Using this also yields four other equations:

gA0D
AE−1DAE + g0AEDAE−1DA = (gA0 + g0A)(DA)2 (39)

gB0D
BE−1DBE + g0BEDBE−1DB = (gB0 + g0B)(DB)2 (40)

g0AEDAE−1DB + gB0D
AE−1DBE = (gA0 + g0B − gAB)DADB + gBADBDA (41)

g0BEDBE−1DA + gA0D
BE−1DAE = (gB0 + g0A − gBA)DBDA + gABDADB. (42)

Thus the original quadratic problem of the time-evolution with nine relations for three physical
operators and three auxiliary operators has been converted into the quartic problem (37)–(42)
with six relations for the physical operators alone which have to be satisfied at all times. Note
that relations (37), (38) are linear in the D-operators while the relations (39)–(42) are bilinear.

Step 3: The linear relations (37), (38) are sufficient to describe the one-particle sector, i.e.
the set of configurations with only one particle on the lattice. In order to eliminate the
time-dependence we formally define ‘Fourier’ components
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DZ
p (t) =

∞∑
k=−∞

eipkDZ
k (t) (43)

DA
k (t) = αkEk−1DA(t)E−k DB

k (t) = βkEk−1DA(t)E−k (44)

which have the property

E−1DA
p (t)E = α eipDA

p (t) (45)

E−1DB
p (t)E = β eipDB

p (t). (46)

Additionally we require that the matrix Q from (11), (24) obeys[
Q,DZ

k (t)
] = 0 (47)

which contains (13) as a special case and yields[
Q,DZ

p (t)
] = 0. (48)

Conversely one has

D
A,B
k (t) = 1

2π

∫ π

−π

e−ipkDA,B
p (t) dp. (49)

The Fourier ansatz turns the time-dependent relations (37), (38) into two ordinary first-
order differential equations

ḊA,B
p (t) = −εA,B

p DA,B
p (t) (50)

with the ‘dispersion relations’

εA
p = g0Aα−1 e−ip + gA0α eip − g0A − gA0 (51)

εB
p = g0Bβ−1 e−ip + gB0β eip − g0B − gB0. (52)

In this way one can express the time-dependent matrix DA,B
p (t) in terms of its initial value as

DA,B
p (t) = e−εA,B

p tDA,B
p (0). (53)

In what follows we shall omit the time-argument in the initial matrices DZ
p (0).

In terms of the Fourier components (43) the four relations (39)–(42) turn into double-
integral relations where the time-dependence is shuffled into an exponential. Because of (45)
the quartic relations turn into quadratic relations. Using (49) with p1 for the A species and p2

for the B species in the third relation and vice versa in the fourth relation below one gets

0 =
∫

dp1

∫
dp2a12DA

p1
DA

p2
e−(εA

p1
+εA

p2
)t (54)

0 =
∫

dp1

∫
dp2b12DB

p1
DB

p2
e−(εB

p1
+εB

p2
)t (55)

0 =
∫

dp1

∫
dp2

[
c12DA

p1
DB

p2
− gBAα−1 e−ip1DB

p2
DA

p1

]
e−(εA

p1
+εB

p2
)t (56)

0 =
∫

dp1

∫
dp2

[
d12DB

p1
DA

p2
− gABβ−1 e−ip1DA

p2
DB

p1

]
e−(εB

p1
+εA

p2
)t (57)
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with the functions

a12 ≡ a(p1, p2) = g0Aα−2 e−ip1−ip2 + gA0 − (g0A + gA0)α
−1 e−ip2 (58)

b12 ≡ b(p1, p2) = g0Bβ−2 e−ip1−ip2 + gB0 − (g0B + gB0)β
−1 e−ip2 (59)

c12 ≡ c(p1, p2) = g0Aα−1β−1 e−ip1−ip2 + gB0 − (g0B + gA0 − gAB)β−1 e−ip2 (60)

d12 ≡ d(p1, p2) = g0Bα−1β−1 e−ip1−ip2 + gA0 − (g0A + gB0 − gBA)α−1 e−ip2 . (61)

The four integral equations (54)–(57), obtained from (25) together with the assumption of
existence of E−1 and with the choice (26), form the basis of the subsequent analysis. As an
intermediate summary we remark that at this point the only relations (out of originally nine)
that remain are four bilinear relations (54)–(57). Correspondingly, all expectation values can
be calculated from the initial matrices using (24), (49), (53). For example, one has (see (24),
(44), (49))〈
nZ

x (t)nZ′
y (t)

〉
= Tr

(
DZ

x DZ′
y ELQ

)/
ZL

=
∫ ∫

dp1 dp2 e−(εZ
p1

+εZ′
p2

)t e−ip1x−ip2y Tr
(DZ

p1
DZ′

p2
ELQ

)/
ZL. (62)

The only unknown quantities are time-independent matrix product elements of the form
Tr
(
DZ

p1
(0)DZ′

p2
(0) · · ·ELQ

)/
ZL, to be discussed below.

Step 4: Before proceeding further a distinction between two different cases must be made.
Since we assume that no particle species is completely immobile (i.e. the possibilities gA0 =
g0A = 0 or gB0 = g0B = 0 are excluded) the functions a12 and b12 do not vanish identically.
Indeed, in the generic case, in the following referred to as case 1, none of the four integrands
(54)–(57) vanish identically. Only for the special case 0 = g0A = gB0 = gBA = gAB − gA0 −
g0B corresponding to c12 = gBA = 0 (or the equivalent case obtained by interchanging A and
B species) is the integrand in (56) (or (57) resp.) zero. This is case 2, to be treated separately.

Case 1: The relations (54)–(57) may be reformulated by splitting the integral into two parts as∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

Fp1,p2 dp1 dp2 =
∫ π

−π

∫ p1

−π

· · · +
∫ π

−π

∫ π

p1

· · · = Ip2<p1 + Ip2>p1 . (63)

By changing the order of integration and interchanging p1 ↔ p2 in the last term in (63) we
obtain

Ip2>p1 =
∫ π

−π

∫ p2

−π

Fp1,p2 dp2 dp1 =
∫ π

−π

∫ p1

−π

Fp2,p1 dp1 dp2. (64)

Using (63), (64) the relation (54) thus becomes∫ π

−π

dp1

∫ p1

−π

dp2
[
a12DA

p1
DA

p2
+ a21DA

p2
DA

p1

]
e−(εA

p1
+εA

p2
)t = 0. (65)

In order to satisfy this for all times t we require the integrand inside the brackets to vanish.
This is a sufficient condition for satisfying also the original equations (54). A similar condition
is obtained for (55). Relations (56), (57) can also be satisfied in this manner, but one has to
require

εA
p1

+ εB
p2

= εA
p2

+ εB
p1

. (66)

This implies the constraints

αgA0 = βgB0 (67)
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α−1g0A = β−1g0B (68)

on the hopping rates.
In what follows we assume (67) and (68) to hold. One obtains the following four relations:

a12DA
p1
DA

p2
= −a21DA

p2
DA

p1
(69)

b12DB
p1
DB

p2
= −b21DB

p2
DB

p1
(70)

c12DA
p1
DB

p2
− gBAα−1 e−ip1DB

p2
DA

p1
= −c21DA

p2
DB

p1
+ gBAα−1 e−ip2DB

p1
DA

p2
(71)

d12DB
p1
DA

p2
− gABβ−1 e−ip1DA

p2
DB

p1
= −d21DB

p2
DA

p1
+ gABβ−1 e−ip2DA

p1
DB

p2
. (72)

We stress that in these relations the time-dependence drops out. Therefore these are four static
relations on the operators DZ

p (0) which together with the two equations (53) and with (25),
(26) form a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for satisfying the original algebra (12) on
the manifold defined by (67), (68).

These algebraic relations can be written in a compact form by defining the operator valued
two-component vector

Dp =
(
DA

p

DB
p

)
(73)

and the 4 × 4 matrix

	(p1, p2) =




σAA
AA 0 0 0

0 σAB
AB σBA

AB 0

0 σAB
BA σBA

BA 0

0 0 0 σBB
BB


 (74)

with

σAA
AA = −a21

a12
(75)

σAB
AB = −αβc21d12 − gABgBA e−ip1−ip2

αβc12d12 − gABgBA e−2ip2
(76)

σBA
AB = gBAβ

e−ip1d12 − e−ip2d21

αβc12d12 − gABgBA e−2ip2
(77)

σAB
BA = gABα

e−ip1c12 − e−ip2c21

αβc12d12 − gABgBA e−2ip2
(78)

σBA
BA = −αβd21c12 − gABgBA e−ip1−ip2

αβc12d12 − gABgBA e−2ip2
(79)

σAA
AA = −b21

b12
. (80)

With these quantities relations (69)–(72) read

Dp1 ⊗ Dp2 = 	(p1, p2)Dp2 ⊗ Dp1 . (81)

We remark that the Fourier components DZ
p (0) satisfy the algebra of creation operators in

a (1 + 1)-dimensional integrable quantum field theory [32]. The matrix S = 	P with the
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permutation operator P acting on the two vector spaces may then be regarded as a scattering
matrix with matrix elements SZZ′

YY ′ in row YY ′ and column ZZ′,

DZ
p1
DZ′

p2
= SZZ′

YY ′ DY ′
p2
DY

p1
. (82)

Applying (81) twice shows that 	 satisfies

	(p1, p2)	(p2, p1) = 1 (83)

which is fulfilled without further constraints on the hopping rates. This is the analogue of the
field theoretical unitarity condition.

Case 2: Case 2 corresponds to the manifold

g0A = gB0 = gBA = 0 gAB = gA0 + g0B (84)

which is the totally asymmetric two-species exclusion process

A0 → 0A with rate gA0

0B → B0 with rate g0B

AB → BA with rate gA0 + g0B.

(85)

On a different (and therefore in general non-integrable) parameter manifold this model was
first introduced by Godrèche and Sandow [36], see also [28]. By exchanging vacancies with B
particles this process is equivalent to the totally asymmetric process with both species hopping
to the right, but

A0 → 0A with rate gA0 + g0B

B0 → 0B with rate g0B

AB → BA with rate gA0.

(86)

This parameter region defines a submanifold of the model investigated in [14–16] with a single
B-particle.

On the manifold (84) relation (56) is satisfied identically. Without further constraints on
the independent hopping rates gA0, g0B and on the free parameters α, β one may satisfy (54),
(55) by splitting the integrals into two domains as in case 1, but by requiring the integrand in
(57) to vanish without splitting the integral. As in case 1 the resulting algebraic relations take
the form (82) with

SAA
AA = −a21

a12
= −α − e−ip1

α − e−ip2
(87)

SBA
AB = SAB

BA = 0 (88)

SAB
AB = β eip2d21/gAB = αβgA0 + g0B e−ip1−ip2

αgAB e−ip2
(89)

SBA
BA = β−1e−ip1gAB/d12 = αgAB e−ip1

αβgA0 + g0B e−ip1−ip2
(90)

SBB
BB = −b21

b12
= −e−ip1(β − e−ip2)

e−ip2(β − e−ip1)
. (91)

Note that the corresponding S-matrix is diagonal. The unitarity condition (83) holds. The
crossing-symmetry relation is generally not satisfied.
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4. Dynamical algebra and Yang–Baxter equations

The quadratic relations discussed above are sufficient to describe only the sectors with one
or two particles, respectively. In order to study the n-body problem within this approach
one has to make sure that the expectation values expressed in terms of the quantities
Tr
(
DZ

p1
DZ′

p2
DZ′′

p3
. . . EL

)/
ZL automatically satisfy the original master equation, irrespective of

the contours of integration over the pseudomomenta pi . This can only be ensured by requiring
associativity of the algebra defined by (81) which in turn implies conditions on the properties
of the 	-matrix (74) or the S-matrix, respectively.

The matrix 	 acts like a generalized permutation operator on the tensor product of vector
spaces defined by (73). Hence associativity implies that different orders of permutations
must lead to the same final result. This is not trivial since the vector components are
non-commutative objects. Let us define 	(1)(p1, p2) = 	(p1, p2) ⊗ 1 with the 2 × 2
identity matrix 1 acting trivially on the third subspace of a tensor vector Dp1 ⊗ Dp2 ⊗ Dp3 .
Analogously we define 	(2) as acting trivially on the first subspace. Applying (81) in the order
1 ↔ 2, 2 ↔ 3, 1 ↔ 2 yields

Dp1 ⊗ Dp2 ⊗ Dp3 = 	(1)(p1, p2)	
(2)(p1, p3)	

(1)(p2, p3)Dp3 ⊗ Dp2 ⊗ Dp1 . (92)

On the other hand, choosing the order of permutations as 2 ↔ 3, 1 ↔ 2, 2 ↔ 3 one arrives at

Dp1 ⊗ Dp2 ⊗ Dp3 = 	(2)(p2, p3)	
(1)(p1, p3)	

(2)(p1, p2)Dp3 ⊗ Dp2 ⊗ Dp1 . (93)

Associativity therefore implies

	(1)(p1, p2)	
(2)(p1, p3)	

(1)(p2, p3) = 	(2)(p2, p3)	
(1)(p1, p3)	

(2)(p1, p2). (94)

This is the set of 64 equations for the hopping rates which must be satisfied for all pi . (Extra
solutions for special values are discussed below.) In terms of the elements of the S-matrix the
relations (94) read

S
i′′j ′′
ij (p1, p2)S

i′k′′
i′′k (p1, p3)S

j ′k′
j ′′k′′(p2, p3) = S

j ′′k′′
jk (p2, p3)S

i′′k′
ik′′ (p1, p3)S

i′j ′
i′′j ′′(p1, p2). (95)

These are the Yang–Baxter equations with the usual Einstein convention of summing over
internal indices. In another compact form they may be written as

S12S13S23 = S23S13S12 (96)

where Sij is the S-matrix acting on spaces i, j as a function of the pseudomomenta pi, pj .
If these equations are satisfied no extra constraints arise from consistency relations involving
more than three operators D.

Since in case 2 the S-matrix is diagonal the YBE is satisfied automatically, i.e. there is
no further constraint on the hopping rates which would be required for integrability. In case 1
some more discussion is necessary. The various conditions on the rates arising from the YBE
can be obtained analytically using the software packages mathematica or maple. Due to the
fact that there is charge conservation

(
S

i′j ′
ij = 0, unless i + j = i ′ + j ′), only equations (95)

with i + j + k = i ′ + j ′ + k′ are nonzero, which leaves 20 equations. Out of them six equations
are satisfied trivially. The remaining 14 equations are pairwise equivalent, leaving only seven
independent relations.

It is convenient to pick one of those independent equations, derive the arising constraints
on the rates (if any), use this constraint in the remaining equations and then to iterate until
all equations are satisfied. The solutions that we have found can be classified according
to the values of the hopping rates gZZ′ ; Z,Z′ = 0, A,B. The crossing-symmetry relation
(written as S

α′β ′
αβ (p, q) = S

β ′ᾱ
βᾱ′ (−p,−q), Ā = B, B̄ = A for the spectral-parameter dependent

S-matrix (102)) is in general not satisfied. In that respect the algebra (82) is not exactly the
Zamolodchikov algebra [32], but one with some field-theoretical restrictions relaxed.
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4.1. All hopping rates nonzero

This group consists of a solution with

(a) α = β gA0 = gB0 = gAB = g g0A = g0B = gBA = h (97)

and those obtained by relabelling the particles/holes, A ↔ B, B ↔ 0:

(b) α = β gA0 = gB0 = gBA = g g0A = g0B = gAB = h (98)

(c) α = βh/g gA0 = g0B = gAB = g g0A = gB0 = gBA = h. (99)

Note that other reshuffling of labels will not result in new sets of rates, e.g., relabelling A ↔ 0
in (97) gives again (97). We have checked that all the cases (97)–(99) lead to the S-matrix of
the same type given below. Therefore only solution (97) will be considered in detail.

Note that constants α, β are defined up to a common factor, since one can redefine
αeip → eip. Therefore in case (97) one can consider α = β = 1 without losing generality.

The corresponding S-matrix

S(p1, p2) =




−K12−(h+g) e−ip1

K12−(h+g) e−ip2 0 0 0

0 h e−ip1 −e−ip2

K12−(h+g) e−ip2 −K12−g e−ip2−h e−ip1

K12−(h+g) e−ip2 0

0 −K12−g e−ip1 −he−ip2

K12−(h+g) e−ip2 g e−ip1 −e−ip2

K12−(h+g) e−ip2 0

0 0 0 −K12−(h+g) e−ip1

K12−(h+g) e−ip2




K12 = h e−ip1−ip2 + g (100)

after the transformation

e−ip = eη sinh(λ)

sinh(λ + η)
eη =

√
g

h
(101)

is parametrized to a difference form S(p1, p2) = S(λ1 − λ2). The precise form of S as a
function of a spectral parameter λ [33] S(λ) is noteworthy (sh ≡ sinh):

sh(λ + η) S(λ) =




sh(λ − η) 0 0 0
0 e−η sh(λ) −eλ sh(η) 0
0 −e−λ sh(η) eη sh(λ) 0
0 0 0 sh(λ − η)


 (102)

The anisotropy parameter plays a special role in the theory of 6-vertex model [33]

� = S11
11S22

22 + S21
21S12

12 − S12
21S

21
12

2
√

S11
11S22

22S
21
21S12

12

= cosh(η). (103)

If h = g, the transformation (101) is to be substituted with e−ip = (λ + i/2)/(λ − i/2),
to retrieve the well-known rational solution of YBE S(λ) ≈ λI + iP,P being a permutation
operator.

Note, however, that for the general case h �= g, solution (102) differs from the usual
trigonometric one due to the spectral parameter dependence in the adiagonal elements. This
dependence can be removed, however, by a similarity transformation, and in addition it plays
no role in the equations for the spectrum. Note also that the sum of S-matrix elements along
each column is the same for each column, so that the S-matrix is stochastic.

Finally, note that the choice of rates (97) was listed as an integrable case in [34].
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4.2. Some hopping rates zero

Note that equations (45) and (46) imply that both auxiliary constants α, β are nonzero. In
what follows, we require this to hold, αβ �= 0.

1. gAB = gBA = 0, gA0 = gB0, g0A = g0B, α = β. Again as in the case (97), one can
choose α = 1. The corresponding S-matrix is proportional to a permutation operator,
S12 = f12P , defined as P

ij

i′j ′ = δij ′δi′j . This is a tracer diffusion process. One can imagine
it as the usual exclusion process with particles A and B having identical dynamics, but
different colours [35]. The proportionality coefficient is

f12 = (f21)
−1 = −gA0 − (g0B + gA0) e−ip1 + g0B e−ip1−ip2

gA0 − (g0B + gA0) e−ip2 + g0B e−ip1−ip2
. (104)

2. gB0 = gA0 = gBA = 0, g0A = g0Bα/β, gAB = g0B(β−α)/β. Note that g0B = g0A+gAB ,
and since the constants α, β are arbitrary, after relabelling holes and particles A ↔ 0 we
obtain the set of constants considered already in case 2. However, since it is a different
physical system, we shall list it independently here.
The S-matrix is

−S(p1, p2) =




1−α eip2

1−α eip1 0 0 0

0 0 1−α eip2

1−α eip1 0

0 1−α eip2

1−α eip1

α(α−β)

β
eip2 −eip1

(1−α eip1 )2 0

0 0 0 1−β eip2

1−β eip1


 . (105)

The S-matrix above can be viewed as the 5-vertex model. The characteristic parameter �

for this case is [38]:

� = SAA
AASBB

BB − SBA
AB SAB

BA

SBB
BB SBA

BA

= b(a − e−ip2)

a(b − e−ip2)
(106)

which depends on the value of p2. In the spirit of (113) the solution of the problem
can be reduced to one of finding the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix with site-
dependent weights. The essential property of the above S(p1, p2)-matrix is that it cannot
be transformed into a form containing only the difference of the spectral parameters,
unlike the case (102). The corresponding Bethe equations are given in the next section.
Alternatively, one can proceed by relabelling particles and holes A ↔ 0 and then using
(111). We assume that α �= β in (105) since α = β falls into the special tracer diffusion
case (solution 1).

3. g0A = g0B = gBA = 0, gB0 = gA0α/β, gAB = gA0(β − α)/β. This model can be
transformed into the previous one by renaming A ↔ B and reversing the direction of
particle motion g0A ↔ gA0, etc. The S-matrix is of type (105). Consequently the
equations for the spectrum are analogous to (118) and we shall not separately list them
here.

The cases listed above exhaust the list of the nontrivial solutions of the YBE for two
species of particles.

5. Spectral equations

Because of particle number conservation eigenstates and their eigenvalues can be classified
according to the number NZ of particles of each species that move on the ring. We denote by
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N = NA + NB the total number of particles. The quantity Q = NA − NB shall be referred to
as charge.

N = 0: This is the empty lattice. This is obviously an invariant state under the stochastic
dynamics. Hence the single eigenvalue

ε = 0 (107)

of H in this sector vanishes by construction.

N = 1: In order to obtain the relaxation spectrum from the eigenvalues

εZ
p = g0Zγ −1 e−ip + gZ0γ eip − g0Z − gZ0 (108)

where γ = α, β,Z = A,B depending on the species of a single-particle system on a
finite lattice, one uses the Fourier ansatz and solution (53). This requires calculating
FZ(p) = Tr(DZ(p)ELQ) at time t = 0. Because of the cyclic property of the trace the
equation FZ(p) = γ L eipLFZ(p) must be satisfied. This yields the spectral equation

γ L eipL = 1 (109)

and thus fixes the allowed values of the pseudomomenta p = 2πn/L + i ln γ . We stress that
this quantization of the pseudomomentum is not a property of the matrices DQ(p) themselves.
It appears only as a result of taking the trace in the one-particle sector. For expectation
values in higher sectors we shall obtain different quantization constraints. We remark that for
calculating only the spectrum the normalization factor ZL is not required.

N � 2: In the case when there are n particles of both types A and B in the system, the averages
are written in terms of quantities

FZ1,...,ZN (p1, . . . , pN) = Tr(DZ1(p1) · · ·DZN (pN)ELQ). (110)

Now we have to distinguish between different integrable models.

Case 2. The easiest to handle is case 2, where the S-matrix is diagonal.
Commuting the D(pk) around the ‘circle’ inside the trace in (110), and using the algebra

(82), one gets, using the trace property:

N∏
j �=k

S
ZkZj

ZkZj
(pk, pj ) eipkL = 1 k = 1, . . . , N (111)

with S-matrix elements written in (87)–(91). α, β can both be set to 1 by simple rescaling of
the quasimomenta of both A and B particles. It can be shown [39] that applying the coordinate
Bethe ansatz directly to the process (85) yields the same result (111).

Case 1, all nonzero hopping rates. Commuting the D(p1) around the ‘circle’ inside the trace
in (110), and using the algebra (82), one obtains

S
Z1Z2
α2γ 2 (p1, p2)

N−1∏
j=3

S
αj−1Zj

αj γj (p1, pj )S
αN−1ZN

γ1γN (p1, pN) eip1LFγ1γ2 ...γN = FZ1Z2···ZN (112)

(summation over repeated indices is implied), that can be shortly rewritten in matrix form as

−Tr0(L01(p1, p1)L02(p1, p2) · · · L0N(p1, pN))FN = e−ipkLFN (113)
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using the property S
αβ

α′β ′(p, p) = −δαβ ′δβα′ of the S-matrix (100). The matrix L0k(p1, p2) is a
matrix (100) acting nontrivially in su(2)0 ⊗ su(2)k, and acting as identity matrix in the other
subspaces from su(2)0

∏N
j=1 ⊗su(2)j , and Tr0 denotes trace over the su(2)0.

Subsequent analysis of the above eigenvalue equations can be done in the framework of
standard coordinate [6] or algebraic nested [40] Bethe ansatz, leading to the following spectral
equations (we made the transformation (101) to the difference form):

eηL

(
sh(λk)

sh(λk + η)

)L

= (−1)N+1
N∏

n=1

sh(λk − λn − η)

sh(λn − λk − η)

NB∏
ε=1

sh
(
λ(1)

ε − λk − η
)

eη sh
(
λ

(1)
ε − λk

) (114)

e−ηN

N∏
n=1

sh
(
λ(1)

ν − λn

)
sh
(
λ

(1)
ν − λn − η

) = (−1)NB+1
NB∏
ε=1

sh
(
λ(1)

ε − λ(1)
ν − η

)
sh
(
λ

(1)
ν − λ

(1)
ε − η

) (115)

where eη = √
g/h, k = 1, 2, . . . ,N, ν = 1, 2, . . . ,NB,NB � N . The above Bethe ansatz

appeared without the proof in [34].

Case 1, some zero hopping rates (tracer diffusion). Commuting the term depending on (pk)

the ‘circle’ inside the trace in (110), one has using (110), (104):

FZ1,...,ZN (p1, . . . ,pN) = Rk(p1, . . . ,pN )FZN Z1···ZN−1(p1p2 · · ·pN) (116)

where

Rk(p1, . . . ,pN) =
N∏

j �=k

f (pk, pj ) eipkL. (117)

The set of equations contained in (116) means that all Rk are strictly the same,
R1 = R2 = · · · = RN . Note additionally that on the right-hand side of equation (116),
the lower indices are shifted one step to the the right. It gives the guideline for determining the
spectral equation. For example, if all Zi = A, shift of the sequence {Zi} leaves it invariant, so
we will obtain Rk = 1, for any k. If the sequence {Zi} is periodic with period n, recurrent use
of (116) yields Rn

k = 1. In the general case, when {Zi} is non-periodic, recurrent use of (116)
N times gives

Rk(p1, . . . ,pN)N = 1 R1 = R2 = · · · = RN.

Case 1, some zero hopping rates (5-vertex model). Proceeding analogously to (112), and
denoting a(p) = 1 − α eip, b(p) = 1 − β eip one obtains

(αeipk )L = (−1)N+1

(
α

β
− 1

)NB N∏
n=1

a(pk)

a(pn)

NB∏
ε=1

a
(
p(1)

ε

)− a(pk)

a
(
p

(1)
ε

)
a(pk)

(118)

(
β

α

)L (
α

β
− 1

)N N∏
n=1

a
(
p(1)

ν

)− a(pn)

a
(
p

(1)
ν

)
a(pn)

= (−1)NB+1
NB∏
ε=1

a
(
p(1)

ε

)
a
(
p

(1)
ν

) b
(
p(1)

ν

)
b
(
p

(1)
ε

) (119)

where k = 1, 2, . . . , N, ν = 1, 2, . . . , NB,NB � N .
Alternatively, one can obtain the nested Bethe anzatz in this and other cases by an

additional (nested) Fourier transform of either DA(p) or DB(p), i.e.

DB(p) = DA(p)

∫
e−iqp�(q) dq. (120)

We remark that the Zamolodchikov-type algebra not only leads to the spectral
equations (114)–(119) but also implies functional relations for the matrix elements (110).
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These functional relations are satisfied by Bethe wavefunctions as in the spin-1/2 case [29]
and hence yield expressions for the expectations as integrals over an appropriately chosen
contour. Alternatively one could search for representations [41] and directly calculate the
matrix elements. This procedure requires further investigation.
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